Grade 8 Assignment -03
1.pro……ra….me

2.cr……atu………e

3.orn…..tho…..ogist

4.be….avio…r

5.fe…..the….s

6.st…..amb…..at

7.fl….ght…..ess

8.ear….hw….rms

9.pr….dat…..rs

10.pe….g…ins

11.m…asu….e

12.noc….ur….al

13.f…re….ts

14.pl….asa….t

15.nig….tin….ale

Write the opposite
1.happy

-

…………………………………………

2.correct

-

……………………………………

3.encourage -

…………………………………………

4.pleasant

-

…………………………………….

5.legal

-

………………………………………..

6.possible

-

……………………………………..

7.major

-

……………………………………….

8.simple

-

………………………………………

9.most

-

………………………………………..

10.absent

-

……………………………………..

11.maximum -

……………………………………….

12.patient

-

……………………………………..

13.kind

-

……………………………………….

14.local

-

………………………………………

15.true

-

……………………………………….

16.fortunate -

……………………………………….

17.narrow

-

………………………………………..

18.common

-

…………………………………….

19.answer

-

…………………………………………

20.victory

-

……………………………………..

Complete the blanks using the words given in the brackets
The National ………………………………………of New Zealand. There are …………………….species of Kiwi
and all of them are ……………………………………and nocturnal. They are brown in…………………………… and
are the same in size as a……………………………………. They have hidden wings and soft……………………….
like feathers. Unlike other birds that have ……………………………..at the base, kiwis have their
nostrils on the tip of their bill. The ………………………………………..birds lay comparatively large eggs
that can …………………………………..up to about 500 grams. Relative to the size of the bird, this is
the……………………………………… egg of any living species.
[biggest /five /weigh /nostrils /bird /colour /flightless /chicken /hair / female]

Rewrite the following jumbled words as complete sentences.
1. garden/ rose /is /this/ a/…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. handwriting /very/ Meena’s/ is/ good…………………………………………………………………………………………
3. love/ books/ story/ I/ reading/……………………………………………………………………………………………………

4. music/ has/ won /Rita/ the/ competition/………………………………………………………………………………….
5. mother/ very/ well/ my/ cooks/………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6. goes/ a/ for/ walk/ Rahul /morning/ every/………………………………………………………………………………….
7. school/ next/ week/ the/ will/ reopen/………………………………………………………………………………………..
8. upon/ time/ once/ a/ there/ a/ King/ was………………………………………………………………………………………..
9. finish/ my/ I /homework/ others/ before/ the/……………………………………………………………………………
10.Tuesday/ on/my/ birthday/ is/………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Read the passage and answer the questions
Birds
Birds are some of the most amazing animals on the earth. Birds live in nests. They have
wings, feathers, beaks and claws. Birds eat fruits, grains, worms, insects etc. The smallest
bird is hummingbird and the biggest bird is the ostrich. The birds live in flocks and they are
social too. Birds like peacocks have beautiful and colourful feathers. The crow and cuckoo
are black in colour. While the swans and doves are white in colour. The duck, the stork and
the swan are water birds. The cuckoo and the nightingale are singing birds. Some birds are
reared by man for entertainment like parrot, dove etc. I. Answer the questions based on the
passage given above.
1. What do birds eat?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
2. Which are the water birds?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3. Why do people rear birds?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
4.What are the singing birds?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5. Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the passage.
a. The biggest birds is __________. b. The smallest birds is __________.

